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A b s tra c t
Information Discovery (ID) is the synthesis of Information Retrieval 
(IR) and Information Filtering (IF). In ID, broker agents act as interme­
diaries between user agents and source agents. Information about user 
interests and documents in sources can be modeled by 2-level hyperme­
dia representations. These representations allow navigational mechanisms 
which have proven their effectiveness in IR applications.
Broker agents should thus combine two 2-level hypermedia representa­
tions to obtain an overall information structure necessary for the synthesis 
of IR and IF. For this, we propose the so called Association Index Archi­
tecture (AIA) which consists of two 2-level hypermedia representations 
which are connected through a third level which is coined the association 
index. The AIA thus forms a 3-level hypermedia representation. Broker 
agents can perform actions in the AIA to implement their IR and IF re­
lated tasks. The AIA is shown to be a general symbolic architecture for 
combining knowledge by illustrating how a number of ID applications can 
be performed in it.
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1 Introduction
The quest for relevant inform ation has given rise to  two m ajor plans of attack: 
Inform ation Retrieval (IR) (see [Rij75]) and Inform ation Filtering (IF). In IR, 
users form ulate their inform ation need in a query which is fired off to  the IR  
system  th a t, after processing it, returns the set of correponding relevant docu­
m ents. In IF, newly created or altered docum ents are presented to  the filtering 
system  which forwards them  to interested users. IR  and IF, which are elabo­
rately  com pared in [BC92], have received great a tten tion  over the past decades.
Information Discovery (ID) (see [WBHW97]) is the synthesis of IR  and IF. 
In ID, a networked population  of users having dynam ic inform ation needs is 
considered. The inform ation needs are to  be satisfied w ith docum ents out of 
dynam ic inform ation sources. To facilitate this process, inform ation brokers act 
as interm ediaries between users and sources. Inform ation brokers com pare the 
wishes of users w ith the available inform ation in the sources. In addition, they 
are able to  cope w ith dynam ics from  bo th  users and sources, provide fairness 
(concerning e.g. privacy) in a biased world as a trusted  th ird  party, and flexibly 
cope w ith different kinds of sources and users. Figure 1 sketches the ID paradigm  
at a conceptual level.
User Agents Broker Agents Source Agents
Figure 1: Inform ation Discovery w ith Agents
Since agent technology (see e.g. [WJ95]) suits the ID paradigm  perfectly 
(especially com m unication, reactiveness, and proactiveness - see [WBHW98]), 
the entities of the ID paradigm  in figure 1 are modeled as agents: user agents, 
broker agents, and source agents, respectively. The com m unity of agents in ID 
forms a multi-agent, system . The arrows in figure 1 represent com m unication. 
Note th a t inform ation brokers are true middle-agents  (see e.g. [DS97, KH97]) 
since they are intended as a com m unication facility between users and sources. 
User agents w ithin ID are focussed on in [Sim97], whereas n a tu ra l language pro­
cessing aspects of docum ents in source agents are elaborated on in [AWBK97]. 
It is not the goal of this article to  analyse the in teraction and com m unication 
between agents. R ather, we focus on the knowledge th a t agents need to  interact.
In this article, we focus on broker agents, also called inform ation brokers. As 
inform ation brokers act as m iddle-agents, they deal w ith bo th  users and sources. 
The sources of several recent IR  system s are modeled as 2-level hypermedia
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HYPERINDEX
Figure 2: 2-Level H yperm edia Representation.
([BW90, ACG91]) consisting of two levels or layers (see figure 2). The set of 
docum ents to  be queried constitutes the base layer. On top of th a t, an overview 
structure  called a hyperindex is created based on the contents of the docum ents. 
This has proven successful in e.g. supporting navigational query form ulation 
m echanism s such as Query by N avigation (QBN) (see [Bru93]) and berrypicking 
(see [Bat89]). For IF, a sim ilar approach can be taken by modelling users and 
their interests as a 2-level hyperm edia. The users form  the base layer on top 
of which a filter topology serves as hyperindex. The filter topology constitutes 
hierarchically composed user profiles in which docum ents navigate to  interested 
users in the user base layer (see e.g. [RIS+ 94]).
In order for broker agents to  be effective interm ediaries, they should have 
knowledge about bo th  users and sources. T h a t is, their knowledge should com­
prise the com bination of bo th  user and source 2-level hyperm edia representa­
tions. However, an architecture for the com bination of two 2-level hyperm edia 
representations has not been developed yet. This com bination architecture, 
incorporating bo th  user interests and docum ent contents, would provide a stan ­
dardised and uniform  fram ework in which the knowledge of broker agents can 
be structurally  processed. Next, basic actions in this com bination framework 
would define (discrete transitions in) the sta te  of the knowledge of broker agents. 
Since the capabilities of broker agents can be defined in term s of these basic 
actions, this also lies the basis for inter-broker cooperation. Thus, the combi­
nation  architecture defines the basis for collaborative IR  and IF. Furtherm ore, 
navigational m echanism s known in IR, which exploit the 2-level hyperm edia 
representation, can then be adopted for m iddle agents. This enables long-term  
practical experience w ith search strategies to  be fluently incorporated in broker 
agents. Finally, ID concepts as au tom atic  query expansion, profile adaptation , 
and query generation can then be in tegrated  in the com bination architecture by 
describing them  as series of basic actions upon the combined inform ation. This 
also allows broker agents to  perform  autonom ous or proactive IR. Concluding, 
a com bination architecture for user interests and docum ent content is needed 
to  support bo th  techniques from  ID as well as agent related tasks w ithin ID.
This resulting knowledge representation architecture should satisfy a num ber
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of criteria. F irst, it should combine user and source knowledge in a way th a t 
preserves accessibility of the individual hyperm edia representations w ithout loss 
of inform ation. In addition, it should support in ternal broker actions for dealing 
w ith processing this knowledge. Finally, it should be powerful enough to  deal 
w ith a variety of m ethods and techniques from  IR  and IF.
To fill the absence of a suitable com bination architecture for two 2-level 
hyperm edia representations, we propose the so called Association Index Archi­
tecture (AIA) as knowledge representation m echanism  for broker agents. The 
AIA is a 3-level hyperm edia, consisting of two 2-level hyperm edias for users and 
sources and an additional layer called the association layer. This layer, which 
consists of a so called association index, forms the connection between the two 
individual 2-level hyperm edias by describing their m axim al overlap.
A lthough the approach taken in this article is based on the structured  lan­
guage of index expressions, it is applicable for every descriptor language which 
can be equipped w ith a subexpression relation. Furtherm ore, it can easily be 
generalised to  combine any num ber of 2-level hyperm edia representations.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 form ulates the basic building 
blocks used to  denote user interests and docum ent content: index expressions 
and lithoids. In section 3, the association index is defined in term s of lithoids 
describing user interests and docum ent contents. The association index forms 
the th ird  layer of the AIA. Section 4 elaborates on actions broker agents can 
perform  w ithin the AIA. In section 5, a num ber of applications of the AIA in ID 
are provided. Finally, section 6 provides conclusions and directions for further 
research.
2 2-Level H yperm edia R epresentations
This section provides background on 2-level hyperm edia representations which 
are constructed from  index expressions. Index expressions are used to  describe 
user interests and docum ent contents. The choice for index expressions is m oti­
vated as follows. Noun phrases are seen as a basic un it of hum an thought (see 
[ATKW98, Win83]). The structure  of such phrases is ra ther complex. Index 
expressions are a reasonable approxim ation of noun phrases, and therefore used 
to  represent user interests and docum ent contents. From index expressions, 
navigational overview structures called lithoids are constructed, as described 
below.
2.1 D e sc r ip to r  Language: In d e x  E x p ress io n s
The structured  characterisation language of index expressions is defined below. 
Index expressions are based on terms, such as keywords, concept names, and de­
notations of a ttr ib u te  values, and on connectors, representing relations between 
term s in the form  of prepositions and gerunds.
D e f in i t io n  2.1
In d e x  E x p re s s io n  L a n g u a g e  Let T  be a set o f  terms and C' be a set
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of connectors. The language C(Ttc) o f index expressions over T  and C' is 
defined by the following syntax as given m  [Bru93]:
lExpr ->■
NExpr ->■
Term ->■
Connector
e | NExpr
Term {Connector (NExpr)}*
t, t E T  
c, c G C
□
If no confusion about T  and C  exists, we will w rite C for short. Exam ple 
index expressions are e, wind o surfing, and surfing in Australia. The so-called null- 
connector is denoted by o and is used to  describe m ulti-w ord nouns (collocations) 
such as hot o dog and health o care. The em pty index expression, denoted by 
e, is an exam ple of a universal descriptor ([Ber98]) since it can represent an 
unspecified inform ation need.
Index expressions can be broken down into subexpressions. An index expres­
sion j  is a subexpression of another index expression i, denoted j  ^  i, iff j  is 
contained in i. In other words, the language of index expressions C is equipped 
w ith a subexpression relation ^  C C x C. This subexpression relation on in­
dex expressions is reflexive, antisym m etric, and transitive (see [Bru93]). This, 
in tu rn , m eans th a t (£ ( t ,c ) ,  ^0 is a poset. In addition, the strict (irreflexive) 
variant of the subexpression relation is denoted by Finally, direct subex­
pressions are defined as index expressions th a t directly precede one another. 
Formally, the direct subexpression relation -<d C £ ( t , c )  x  £ ( t ,c ) i s  defined as: 
j  i o -  j  ¿and-i3feg£ [j -< k and k -< i\. The language of index expressions, 
the m entioned subexpression relations, and a num ber of their properties are 
form alised and proven in [WBW98b].
As running example, we consider index expressions about windsurfing, Aus­
tralia , and surfing the In ternet. For instance, surfing is a subexpression of surfing 
in Australia and surfing in Australia is a subexpression of wind o surfing in Aus­
tralia. Moreover, surfing also is a subexpression of wind o surfing in Australia. 
It is no direct subexpression, however, since the difference is more th an  a sin­
gle term . In addition, wind is not a subexpression of surfing in Australia, nor 
is wind in Australia a subexpression of wind o surfing in Australia. The la tte r 
case is prohibited by the structure  of index expressions. Note th a t the em pty 
index expression t  is a subexpression of every index expression and a direct 
subexpression of all term s.
An augm ented form  of index expressions is given in [Ber98]. This augm ented 
form  allows adjectives in index expressions. In addition, norm alisations of index 
expressions are considered. The norm alisations are modeled by a canonical form 
for index expressions and a sim ilarity  relation th a t expresses sem antical equiv­
alence. The sim ilarity  relation is denoted by ~  C £ ( t , c )  x £ ( t ,c ) ,  where i ~  j  
m eans th a t the m eaning of i and j  is the same, i.e., they express the same infor­
m ational content. The norm alisations are based on three ideas concerning the 
inform ation index expressions carry. F irst, the order in which subexpressions
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appear is considered to  be irrelevant. Second, it is claim ed th a t the m eaning 
of index expressions does not change when subexpressions are repeated. Fi­
nally, adding or deleting the em pty index expression from  a nonem pty index 
expression is assum ed not to  change its m eaning. The sim ilarity  relation ~  
is an equivalence relation for index expressions. A ugm ented index expressions 
and their norm alisations can be directly used in our form alism  by exploiting the 
canocical forms in our constructions.
It should be noted th a t the approach given here is tailor-m ade for the struc­
tured  descriptor language of index expressions. However, the idea is applicable 
to  every structured descriptor language ([Won96]). A structured  descriptor lan­
guage is a set of descriptors equipped w ith a subexpression relation w ith the 
properties of a p artia l order.
2.2 L ith o id s  as H y p e r in d ic e s
In this section, the navigation through a set of index expressions (and their 
subexpressions) is considered. This navigation serves as a basis for Inform ation 
Discovery. Index expressions enable us to  navigate through collections of users 
and docum ents via auxiliary access structures such as hyperindices (known from 
e.g. Query by N avigation [BW92]). The base collections of users and docum ents 
equipped w ith a hyperindex leads to  a 2-level hyperm edia structure  (see e.g. 
[BW90, ACG91]).
N avigation is supported by an auxiliary structure  which provides access to 
the index expressions. Such a structure, called a hyperindex, is a graph-like 
structure  in which navigation between nodes takes place over the edges. A 
special instan tia tion  of a hyperindex is a hthoid  ([Bru93, BW90]), which is 
defined in term s of the underlying language of index expressions C f j  c) and the 
subexpression relations for index expressions.
D e f in i t io n  2.2
L i th o id  Let I  C C f j  c) be a non-empty set o f  index expressions. Then, 
the hthoid fo r  I  is a graph L i  =  (V, E )  consisting o f  vertices V  and edges 
E, where
•  U = d e f  { i £ £ (t ,c ) | [j ^  i\ }, i.e., the smallest set containing 
all subexpressions o f  the elements o f  I, and
•  E  = d e f  -<d H V  x V, i.e., the smallest set containing edges between 
vertices out o f  V  that represent direct subexpressions.
In addition, define L 0 = d e f  L {e}. That is L 0 =  ({e}, { (e, e)}). □
Note th a t for every lithoid L i  =  (V, E ),  we have I  C V  by reflexivity of
Figure 3 provides exam ple lithoids. In p art (a) of figure 3, the lithoid 
¿{AUS.WINDoSURF} is 8iven- P a rt (b ) Presents lithoid £ {|NToSURFm AUS}-
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INT o SURF in AUS
Figure 3: Exam ple Lithoids
2.3 S ource  o f  D o c u m e n ts
We consider a set of docum ents V . The source agents of the ID paradigm  can 
distinguish themselves by differences in known docum ents and in characteri­
sation techniques. Therefore, source agents are modeled by a characterisation 
relation. The set of source agents is denoted by S. Each source agent x  G S' is 
a characterisation relation x  C P  x £ . The expression US' denotes the overall 
characterisation relation.
The expression (d, I) E X intuitively m eans th a t, according to  source agent x, 
docum ent d is about index expression I. For example, (d, Surfingm Australia) E X 
m eans th a t, according to  source agent x , docum ent d is about surfing in Aus­
tralia . Aboutness, see for instance [Hui96], describes the topic of a docum ent’s 
content.
The following standard  notations are used in this article. Given a source 
agent x , d x  denotes the characterisation of docum ent d E D  according to  source 
agent x- In addition, x* denotes docum ents th a t are about descriptor i accord­
ing to  source agent x- Furtherm ore, D x  denotes the sum m ary of docum ent 
collection D, th a t is, all descriptors used by x  to  characterise docum ents of 
V .  Also, x l  denotes the collection of docum ents th a t are about a t least one 
descriptor from  I C C .
Note th a t L-p(ux) denotes the lithoid for the com plete docum ent set V  and 
the overall characterisation relation. However, if V  is considered to  consist of all 
docum ents on the In ternet, the sheer size of X>(Ux) and the frequent changes in 
docum ents cause serious problem s in com puting the com plete and exact lithoid 
Lv(ux)-  This problem  is tackled in ID by introducing a num ber of cooperating 
agents, each acquiring p art of the lithoid m entioned.
E x a m p le  2.1
Figures 4 and 5 provide example 2-level hypermedia representations. The 
user part, depicted m  figure 4, represents user interest relation
rj = {(«1, Wind o Surf), (m2, A us) ,  (m3, A us ) ,  (m3, Surf)}
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Hyperindex: User Lithoid
Figure 4: Exam ple 2-level Flypermedia R epresentation for Users.
Hyperindex: Document Lithoid
Figure 5: Exam ple 2-level Flypermedia R epresentation for Documents.
The source part, depicted in figure 5, represents the characterisation rela­
tion
X =  {(c/1, Int),  (c/2, Aus), (c/3, Aus), (c/3, I n to S u r fm A u s ) ,  (c/4, Int),  (c/4, S u r f ) }  
The hthoids that are constructed from these sets form  the hyperindices.
□
2.4  P o p u la t io n  o f  U sers
W ithou t loss of generality, users are modeled in a sym m etrical way to  sources. 
This enables us to  abstract from  the actual derivation of user interests and 
concentrate on the result of this process. We consider a set of users U th a t 
are in need of inform ation. User agents derive user models, which include a
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description of the user’s interests. O ther tasks of user agents are to  subm it 
queries to  appropriate brokers, to  present the resulting docum ents to  the user, 
and to  ask the user for relevance feedback. In this article, we focus on the 
derived user interests. Therefore, user agents are modeled by a user interest 
relations. The set of user agents is denoted by U . Each user agent rj E U is 
modeled by a user interest relation: rj (111 x C. The expression \JU denotes the 
overall interest relation.
The expression (« ,/)  E f) m eans th a t, according to  user agent 7 7 , user u is 
interested in the topic described by index expression I. T h a t is, th a t user w’s 
inform ation need is reflected in I. For instance, (u, SurfingmAustralia) E rj means 
th a t, according to  user agent 7 7 , user u is interested in docum ents about surfing in 
A ustralia. The derivation of user interests is dealt w ith in e.g. [JSSW95, Ric79].
N otational shorthands are introduced sim ilarly to  source agents. Given a 
user agent r), urj denotes user agent 77’s profile of user u E U . In addition, r\i 
denotes the set of users interested in descriptor i according to  7 7. Furtherm ore, 
Ur) denotes the group profile of all users in U, th a t is, the set of descriptors 
agent rj uses to  profile the users from  U . Also, rjl denotes the interest group of 
I: all users th a t are interested in a descriptor from  I  according to  7 7 .
Note th a t Lu(uu)  denotes the lithoid for the com plete user set U and the 
overall profiling relation. However, the num ber of users a ttached to  an ID system 
and the changing nature  of their inform ation needs cause serious problem s in 
com puting and m aintain ing this com plete and exact lithoid. In ID, m ultiple user 
agents each derive the interests of a lim ited num ber of users. By cooperating, 
the com plete lithoid is approxim ated.
2.5 K n o w led g e  o f  B rok er  A g e n ts
The knowledge of broker agents considers users and their inform ation needs 
and docum ents and their contents. As m entioned in the previous sections, both  
user interests and docum ent contents are described by index expressions. By 
coupling these index expressions to  the users or docum ents they describe, 2-level 
hyperm edia representations are obtained. Broker agents thus have two 2-level 
hyperm edia representations at their disposal: one for users (see figure 4(a)) and 
one for docum ents (see figure 4(b)).
We consider a set of broker agents B.  Each broker agent b E B  has knowl­
edge about users, modeled by a user interest relation rj5 , and about docum ents, 
modeled by a characterisation relation Xb-
We define two auxiliary functions delivering the sets of index expressions th a t 
constitu te the broker’s knowledge of users and of docum ents. This inform ation 
forms the basis of the hyperindex layer. In other words, the user and source 
lithoids are constructed from  it.
User interests: fi(b) = d ef  TTcVb
D ocum ent contents: 6(b) = d ef  77cXb
In addition, two sim ilar functions define the known users and docum ents. 
The entities rendered by these functions reside in the base layers of the two
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Known users: /l(6) = d ef  TTuf]b
Known docum ents: S(b) = d ef  nvXb
The knowledge of brokers is also denoted as a tuple Kb =  {f]b,Xb)- Brokers 
s ta rt w ithout knowledge, i.e., Kb =  (0 , 0 )- By processing user queries (IR) and 
routing docum ents to  interested users (IF) brokers augm ent their knowledge as 
described in section 5. Section 4 elaborates on the actual use of this knowledge 
and describes actions broker agents can perform  in it.
We argue our form alisation w ith the following underlying thoughts. Instead 
of defining broker agents in term s of user profiling and docum ent character­
isation relations th a t are supported by other agents of the ID paradigm , we 
introduce new relations r)b and Xb- In this way, each broker can have his own 
view on the world and is not restricted to  the inform ation available from  user 
and source agents. The knowledge r)b and Xb of brokers will, of course, be based 
on inform ation gained from  user and source agents, bu t we do not dem and th a t 
they com m ute. In addition, aspects of tim e (for instance, delayed processing 
of changes), other sources of inform ation (for example, thesauri and dictionar­
ies) , and different ways of m atching can be described now each broker agent is 
allowed to  have his own personal view on user interests and docum ents’ con­
tents. A rgum ents of lim ited space and tim e also support a possible discrepancy 
between broker’s knowledge r)b and Xb and delivered inform ation through user 
agents’ user interest relations T) and source agents’ docum ent characterisation 
relations x- These argum ents correspond to  viewing agents w ith bounded ra­
tionality  (see e.g. [SV97]). This also m eans th a t broker agents do not have to 
know all user and source agents.
Possible augm entations to  our approach m ay involve knowledge about other 
agents. Broker agents can, for example, store the nam e of the agent th a t sup­
plied some inform ation together w ith this inform ation. This opens the possibil­
ity of agent selection based on knowledge about their capabilities and requests. 
For instance, broker agents m ay then be able to  derive which source agents con­
ta in  m any relevant docum ents about a specific topic. The broker’s first guess 
would then be to  contact this source agent first.
By cooperating, agents can combine their individual AIAs and form  a dis­
tribu ted  global AIA. T h a t is the second perspective from  which the AIA can 
be viewed. T h a t is, as overall structure  for all agents in the ID paradigm . It 
then contains all inform ation th a t broker agents have about users and docu­
m ents partic ipating  in ID. Ideally, this m eans th a t the Association Index Layer 
is based on user lithoid Lp^u) and source lithoid _Lx(-p), exactly m odeling the 
inform ation provided by user and source agents. However, the argum entation 
ju s t above conveys the idea th a t this will rarely be the case.
2-level hyperm edia representations.
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3 A ssociation  Index A rchitecture
Broker agents facilitate the inform ation exchange as interm ediaries between user 
agents and source agents. The knowledge of inform ation brokers thus concerns 
requests (interests) and offers of inform ation. This was described in the previ­
ous section. The knowledge of the broker enables the construction of a 3-level 
hyperm edia representation, the Association Index Architecture.
This section is organised as follows. The m ain ideas behind the AIA are 
sketched in section 3.1. The first two layers of the AIA, (1) the base layer 
consisting of docum ents and users and (2) lithoids describing their contents and 
interests, were described in section 3. This section deals w ith the th ird  layer: the 
association layer. The association layer consists of an association index, which 
is a graph-like structure  built from  nodes and edges. The nodes are described 
in section 3.2 and the edges in section 3.3. The association index is then defined 
in section 3.4. Finally, two related approaches are described in section 3.7.
3.1 M ain  Ideas and In tu it io n
Broker agents know of users and docum ents. They represent their knowledge 
about this in two 2-level hyperm edia representations (see figure 4). To fit this 
knowledge into a single architecture, the Association Index A rchitecture is de- 
velopped. It consists of the two 2-level hyperm edia representations augm ented 
w ith a th ird  layer which forms the connection.
The architecture a broker constructs thus consists of three layers. The lowest 
layer, the base layer, consists of users and docum ents. The m iddle layer, called 
the lithoid layer, consists of the user and source lithoid. The th ird  and topm ost 
layer consists of the broker’s association index. The resulting structure  of layers 
is called the association index architecture and is depicted in figure 6.
2-Level Hypermedia 2-Level Hypermedia
Representation for Users Representation for Documents
Figure 6: The Association Index A rchitecture, a 3-Level H yperm edia
The association index architecture of each broker consists of three layers:
A s s o c ia t io n  In d e x  L a y e r. The topm ost layer consists of the association 
index. The association index forms the connection between the two in-
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dividual 2-level hyperm edia representations th a t constitu te the lower two 
layers. The association layer is defined in term s of bo th  hyperindices in 
the lithoid layer.
L i th o id  L a y e r. The lithoids th a t are constructed based on the broker agen t’s 
user interest relation and characterisation relation comprise this middle 
layer.
B a se  L a y e r. The lowest layer consists of the users and docum ents th a t are 
known by the broker agent.
The arrows in figure 6 depict possible transitions between layers in the AIA. 
Those are described in section 4.
3.2 A ss o c ia t io n  N o d e s
As inform ation brokers essentially are interm ediaries between users and docu­
m ents, they reside in the com bination of bo th  worlds. Consequently, a broker 
agent b combines his inform ation r)b about users and Xb about docum ents.
The language in which this com bination is described is called the Association  
Language, denoted by . This language expresses (1) the overlap of user needs 
and offered docum ents in so called core nodes, (2) unm atched user needs in user 
nodes, and (3) unm atched docum ent’s contents in source nodes.
D e f in i t io n  3.1
L a n g u a g e  o f  A s s o c ia t io n  N o d e s  Based on the language o f index ex­
pressions C, the association language C C x C is defined as:
¿ A I  = d e f  1) }
iec
Nodes o f  the form  (I, I) are called core nodes, nodes (I, e) fo r  which I ^  e 
are called user nodes, and nodes (e, I) fo r  which I ^  e are called source 
nodes. □
The knowledge of the broker defines the nodes th a t appear in the broker’s 
association index. These nodes are coined the broker’s association nodes. The 
broker constructs these nodes by form ing core nodes, user nodes, and source 
nodes as follows.
A broker agent b constructs a core node (1,1) for each index expression I th a t 
appears in bo th  his user lithoid 1^(6) as well as in his source lithoid Lg^)- He 
constructs user nodes (l,e) for index expressions I th a t do appear in the user 
lithoid bu t not in the source lithoid. Finally, he constructs source nodes (e,l) 
for index expressions I th a t do appear in the source lithoid bu t not in the user 
lithoid. This is reflected in the next definition. Note th a t the three types of 
nodes are disjoint.
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Association Index
1: Core Link 
2: User Link 
3: Source Link 
4: User Offspring 
5: Source Offspring
User Lithoid Source Lithoid
Figure 7: Five Types of Links in Association Index.
D e f in i t io n  3.2
B r o k e r ’s A s s o c ia t io n  N o d e s  Consider a broker b £ B . Based on his 
user lithoid L^b)  =  (V^b), E )  and his source lithoid Lg^)  =  (^5(6); E')  the 
set o f b ’s association nodes Vb C V^b) x Vs(b) ts defined as:
The broker’s association nodes form  the nodes of the association index. The 
edges th a t run between association nodes are the topic of the next section.
3 .3  A ss o c ia t io n  E d ges
The edges in the association index are given by the association relation 
^A I x ^A I- 
D e f in i t io n  3.3
A s s o c ia t io n  R e la t io n  The association relation -<-<d C x is
defined by equations (1)..(5) which are given below. □
There are five types of links, which is illustrated  in figure 7. Core links run 
between two core nodes. User and source links run between two user and source 
nodes, respectively. Finally, offspring nodes run from  a core node to  either a 
user or a source node. The exact definitions are provided below. The num bers 
of the equations correspond to  the cases of figure 7.
The first type are core links, which run between two core nodes. Only core 
nodes whose index expressions are direct subexpressions are connected w ith a 
core link:
v b = d e f  { ( M ) U  e  V^b) n  (core nodes)
U {( i , e ) | i G  ^(¡,) (user nodes)
U {(e, / ) | I £ V$(b) O V ^ b )}  (source nodes)
□
(1,1) « d ,  (I 'J ' ) ,  if f /  <d 1' (core  lin k s ) ( 1)
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The second type of link, user links, run between two user nodes. Note th a t 
the e on the right hand place and the other constraints guarantee th a t both  
nodes are user nodes, i.e., th a t their left hand places cannot be empty. The 
constraint u -<d u' makes sure th a t the destination of a user link is (one step) 
more com plicated th an  its source.
(u, e) (u ' , e), iff u -<d u'axidu ^  e (u se r  l in k s )  (2 )
For the th ird  type, source links, sim ilar argum ents apply as for user links. 
This sim ilarity  is also found between the last two types of links.
(e, s) -<Hd (e, s'), iff s -<.d s 'ands 7  ^ e ( so u rc e  l in k s )  (3)
The fourth  type of link, user offspring links, run from  a core node to  a user 
node. The left hand place u' of the user node is a direct superexpression of the 
index expressions I of the core node. Note th a t (1,1) is a core node and th a t u' 
cannot be e m aking (u ' , e) a user node.
(1,1) « d  (u',e), iff I -<d « '( u s e r  o f fsp r in g )  (4)
For the last type, source offspring links, sim ilar argum ents hold as for the 
fourth  type.
(1,1) « d  ( i , s '), iff  ^ <d s '( s o u rc e  o ffsp r in g )  (5)
The links are constructed in a way to  enable the broker to  use the navi­
gational m echanism s known for lithoids since the association relation has the 
sim ilar properties as thei direct subexpression relation for index expressions. 
This is proven in section 3.5.
The association relation describes the links th a t appear in the association in­
dex. More specifically, all edges in an association index conform to this relation. 
This is defined in the next section.
The association relation can, of course, be augm ented w ith, for instance, 
sem antical dom ain knowledge. This additional knowledge, for exam ple taken 
from  W ordNet (see e.g. [M RF+ 90]), can be used to  personalize the association 
relation. Richer association relations rem ain a subject for further research.
3 .4  A ss o c ia t io n  In d ex
The topm ost layer of the AIA, the association index layer, consists of an asso­
ciation index. This layer is constructed from  the broker’s association nodes and 
the association relation. The association relation defines edges between nodes 
of the association index. The obtained structure  strongly resembles lithoids for 
index expressions.
D e f in i t io n  3 .4
B r o k e r ’s A s s o c ia t io n  In d e x  Given a broker b £ B, b ’s association 
index, denoted Alb, is defined as graph (V ,E ) ,  where
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•  ^  —d e f  Vb, and
•  E  is -<^d restricted t o V x V , i.e., E  = cj e f  {(n, n r) £ V  x V  | n -«Kd n' }
E x a m p le  3.1
Consider the user and source Uthoid from figure 3. Figure 8 provides the 
corresponding association index. In this figure, reflexive and transitive 
links are not depicted. That is, we adopt the same drawing conventions as 
fo r  hthoids.
( e  , INT o SURF in AUS )
*
/  V
( W IND o SURF, e  ) ( e  , SURF in  AUS ) / \  ( e  , INT o SURF )
Association Index
Figure 8: Association Index for Running Exam ple
The lowest element o f the association index is the bottom element o f  the as­
sociation language: (e, e). It is smaller, with respect to than all other 
nodes. There are three core nodes, (e, e ), (AUS, AUS) and (SURF, SURF). 
The user nodes are (W IN D ,  e) and (W IN D  o SURF, e). The source nodes 
are the remaining ones.
The left side o f  figure 8 shows the two user nodes connected by a user link. 
The right side o f  the figure shows the four source nodes. Core nodes reside 
in the central part o f  the figure. We use this as a drawing convention.
Edges are drawn by different arcs in figure 8. Core links, fo r  example, are 
drawn as thick solid arcs. The two existing core links start at the bottom 
element (e, e) and lead to either one o f the other core nodes. Offspring 
links, that depart from a core node and end in a non-core node, are drawn 
as normal solid arcs. The link from  (SURF, SURF) to (W IN D  o SURF, e) is 
an offspring user link. A n  example o f  an offspring source link is the edge 
between (AUS, AUS) and (e, SURF m A U S ) .  User and source links are drawn 
as dashed arcs. The link from  (W IN D ,  e) to (W IN D  o SURF, e) is a user 
link. A n  example source link is the one from {e, IN T ) to (e, IN T  o SURF).
□
□
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Since the lithoids on which the association index is based always contain 
the em pty descriptor, the association index always contains node (e, e) and the 
according reflexive link. T h a t is to  say th a t ({(e, e)}, {((e, e), (e, e))}) is the 
sm allest association index.
3.5 P r o p e r t ie s  o f th e  A sso c ia tio n  R e la tio n
This section provides several properties of the association relation and, thus, 
of edges in association indices. Our aim  was to  obtain  a navigation structure 
sim ilar to  lithoids of index expressions. In this way, we can build on the knowl­
edge about lithoids and use sim ilar applications as the ones already known for 
lithoids. To prove we have accomplished a sim ilar structure, we show th a t the 
association relation defines is a p artia l order for the association language, which 
is also the case for the language of index expressions and the subexpression 
relation. The proof is given in theorem  3.4 and needs a num ber of additional 
theorem s.
The first of these tells us th a t links between certain types of nodes are 
impossible. For instance, a link from  a user node to  a source node is impossible.
T h e o re m  3.1 Im p o s s ib le  L in k s  The following relations between instances of 
the types of nodes are impossible: (1 ) user node core node, (2 ) source 
node core node, (3) user node source node, and (4) source node 
user node.
P ro o f :
We prove the first and th ird  case, the other two find their proof analo­
gously.
•  P roof 1: Assume the sta tem ent is true, i.e., (u, s) -<-<d (« ', s') and«  
e and s =  e and u' =  s'
Core Links: u -<d u' (from core links) and u 7  ^ e (starting  node is 
user node) im ply th a t u' consists of a t least two keywords and 
one connector (property of -<d)- By u'  =  s ' (target node is core 
node), this also holds for s '. This m eans th a t s =  e cannot be a 
direct subexpression of s ' (property of -<d)- 
User Links: u -<d u' (from user links) m eans u! ^  e (property of -<d)- 
Then, w ith u'  =  s ' (target node is core node) we have s ' ^  e 
which contradicts the user link case.
Source Link: From u = u! =  e (source link) and u'  =  s ' (target node 
is core node) we obtain  s ' =  e. However, this forbids s s '. 
User O ffspring : s' =  e (user offspring) and u' =  s ' (target node is 
core node) im ply u! =  e too. This, however, rules out u -<d u ' . 
Source O ffspring : u! =  s ' (target node is core node) and u' =  e 
(source offspring) im ply s ' =  e which rules out s -<d s '.
Thus, in all cases a contradiction is obtained m eaning th a t the as­
sum ption cannot be true.
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•  P roof 3: Assume the sta tem ent is true, i.e., (u, s) -<-<d ( u ' , s') an d s  =  
e and u' =  e and a / e  and s' ^  e.
Core Links: u! =  e (target node is source node) forbids u -<d u ' .
User Links: s' ^  e (target node is source node) directly contradicts 
s' =  e from  user link.
Source Links: u / f  (source node is user node) directly contradicts 
u = e from  source link.
User O ffspring : u / f  (source node is user node) and s =  e (source 
node is user node) contradict u =  s from  User Offspring links. 
Source O ffspring : Same argum ent as for User Offspring.
Thus, in all cases a contradiction is obtained m eaning the assum ption 
cannot be true.
The possibility of the other types of links is illustrated  in figure 8 . This 
figure contains the following links: core-core, core-user, core-source, user-user, 
and source-source. These links are com plem entary to  the ones m entioned in 
theorem  3.1, i.e., the cases not m entioned in this theorem  are possible.
The next theorem  states th a t when the transfer is m ade from  core nodes to 
a different type of node, i.e., either user or source nodes, this involves user and 
source offspring links.
T h e o re m  3.2  O ffsp r in g  L in k s  Suppose (u , s ) -«Kd (u ' , s ') and let (u ,s )  be 
a core node. If (u ' , s ') is a user node, the only applicable part of the 
definition of the association relation is the case for user offspring links (case 
2). If (« ', s') is a source node, the only applicable part of the definition of 
the association relation is the case for source offspring links (case 3).
P ro o f :
We only prove the first assertion since the second one follows an analogous 
pa th  of reasoning. Since (u, s) is a core node, we have u =  s. In addition, 
since («', s') is a user node we have u' ^  e and s' =  e.
Core links are impossible, since s -<d s' is m ade impossible by s' =  e 
(target node is user node).
User links are impossible since s =  e (user link) and u =  s (source node is 
core node) im ply u = c which contradicts u / e  from  user link case. 
Source links are impossible since u' ^  e (target node is user node) directly 
contradicts u' =  e (source link).
User O ffspring  is possible. As an example, consider u =  e, s =  e, u'  =  Surf, 
and u! =  e.
Source O ffspring  is impossible since u' ^  e (target node is user node) 
contradicts u' =  e (source offspring).
The next theorem  makes a sim ilar s ta tem ent as the previous one; it also 
concerns the application of a certain  part of the definition of the association 
relation. This theorem  states th a t links between nodes of the same type are the 
result of applying case 1 of definition 3.3.
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T h e o re m  3.3  S a m e  T y p e  L in k s  Assume ( u ,s )  -<-<d (u ' , s ') and (u , s ) and 
(u1, s') are of the same type. If bo th  nodes are core nodes, then only a 
core link is possible. Sim ilar sta tem ents hold for user nodes and source 
nodes.
P ro o f :
1. Two core nodes: u =  s and u! =  s'
Core Links are possible. Consider, for example, u =  s =  e and 
u' =  s' =  Surf.
User L ink is impossible since u R  e and u =  s im ply s /  e contra­
dicting S =  £.
Source L ink is impossible since s / t  and u =  s im ply a / e  contra­
dicting u =  e.
User O ffspring  is impossible since u' =  e and s' =  u'  im ply s' =  e 
contradicting H d S 7.
Source O ffspring  is impossible since s' =  e and s' =  u' im ply u' =  e 
contradicting u -<d u ' .
2. Two User nodes: b /  f, m' /  f, and s =  s' =  e
Core L ink is impossible since s =  s' contradicts s -<j  s'.
User Links are possible. Consider, for example, u =  Surf, u! =  
W ind o S urf, and s =  s' =  e.
Source L ink is impossible since s =  s' contradicts s -<j  s'.
User O ffspring  is impossible since s =  e and s =  u im ply u =  e which 
contradicts u R e ­
source  O ffspring  is impossible since s =  s' contradicts s -<j  s'.
3. Two Source nodes: This proof follows a sim ilar line of argum ent as 
for two user nodes.
The five cases from  the definition of the association relation have now been 
proven to  be m utually  exclusive (Theorem s 3.2 and 3.3). T h a t is, if there exists a 
link between two nodes in the association index, this link corresponds to  exactly 
one of the five cases of definition 3.3. We now have a clear view on the possible 
links and from  which cases of definition 3.3 they are born. Figure 9 provides a 
schem atic overview of this view.
D e f in i t io n  3.5
F u ll A s s o c ia t io n  R e la t io n  Given the association relation we define 
the full association relation, denoted by as the transitive and reflexive 
closure o f  T ha t is,
^  = d e f  -«*d u  {(-f; ! ) \ !  ^  ^ A l l  
where denotes the transitive closure o f  1=1
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Links
U s e r
to:
C o re S o u rc e
U s e r User Link - -
from: C o re
Offspring
User
Link
Core Link
Offspring
Source
Link
S o u rc e - - Source Link
Figure 9: Overview of Possible Links and Corresponding Cases from  Definition 
3.3. An -  denotes th a t the m entioned com bination is not possible.
The full association relation defines a p artia l ordering on the association 
language. For the language of index expressions, the subexpression relation 
does the same. In this respect, we have thus obtained sim ilar structures.
T h e o re m  3 .4  (£ aI>^ '<0 *s a  P o se t  
P ro o f :
To prove this, we show th a t the full association relation -<-< is reflex­
ive, antisym m etric, and transitive. Reflexiveness and transitiv ity  follow 
trivially  from  definition 3.5. A ntisym m etry is proven below. Suppose 
(u ,s )  -<-< ( u ' , s ' )  and ( u ' , s ' )  -<-< ( u ,s ) .  All five types of links lead to  a 
contradiction, since -<d is antisym m etric. For example, in the case of user 
links we have u u' and u! -<d u which is contradictory.
3.6 B o u n d s  on th e  Size o f A sso c ia tio n  In d ices
It is proven below th a t the com plexity of creating an entire association index 
is at least the num ber of nodes in the association index. The bounds above 
im ply th a t, for m ost core sets of index expressions, real-tim e com putation  of 
the association index by broker agents is too tim e consuming. Therefore, broker 
agents will only com pute the necessary parts, bu t will virtually  have access to 
the whole association index. This has no influence on the concept of our ideas; 
it ra ther sketches its possible im plem entation.
T h e o re m  3.5  B o u n d s  o n  th e  S ize  o f  A s s o c ia t io n  In d e x  Consider a 
broker b £ B  and his user lithoid 1^(6) and source lithoid Lg^)-  Let 
m  =  max(|/u(&)|, |i(6)|) be the size of the largest set of the broker’s user or 
source knowledge. Furtherm ore, the m axim al num ber of term s per index 
expression in fi(b) U 8(b) is denoted by x.  If |AI5 1 denotes the num ber of 
nodes in association index Alf,, then |AI5 1 =  0 ( m 2 x ) and |AI5 1 =  i l ( m 2).
2 0
P ro o f :
We first provide the upper bound of 6 ’s association index AI5 . Using 
[Bru93] we obtain  an upper bound on L ^ b )  and Lg^y. m 2 x ~ 1+ m x ^ 2 m + l .  
The m axim um  size of Alb  is obtained if L ^ b )  and Lg(b) only overlap in
|AIfe| < \ L I +  \Lg{b) I ^ 1
(m 2 x ~ 1 +  m x  o 2 m  +  1) +  (m 2 x~ 1 +  m x  o 2 m  +  1) <=>1 
m 2 x + 2m x  o 4 m  +  1
(no overlap) 
([Bru93] modified)
thus
\ ^ b \ = 0 ( m 2 x )
The lower bound for Alb  is obtained when fi(b) =  S(b), im plying th a t the 
num ber of vertices in Alb will be the same as in either L ^ b )  or Lg(by and 
when all index expressions in fi(b) are one and the same p a th  expression. 
From [Bru93] we have m(f^ +1) as lower bound for index expression lithoids.
\A 1 b\ ^  \Lf i (b) \  {Ln(b )  =  Lg(b ) )
=  |p (/) | for any I £ ¡J.(b) (equality of all / ’s in fJ-(b))
=  ([Bru93])
thus
| Alfe | =  fi(m 2)
It tu rns out th a t the com putation  tim e of an association index is O (x n ) ,  
where n  is the num ber of vertices of the association index and x  is the m axim al 
num ber of term s in the index expressions of /u(&)US(b). One m ight have expected 
it to  be more costly th an  th a t. However, the nice structure  of index expressions 
and the mere three restricted forms of the elements in the association language 
provide the opportun ity  to  order the generation of the nodes in such a way th a t 
creating the links depends, besides on the num ber of nodes, only on the m axim al 
num ber of subexpressions th a t can be created for the index expressions.
Figure 10 depicts the results of an experim ent on the growth of the associ­
ation index for the Cranfield collection. This collection consists of alm ost 1200 
titles. Two lithoids were constructed from  it: L itho id  1 from  all even titles and 
L itho id2  from  all odd titles. The lines w ith these nam es show the growth of the 
two lithoids. The line denoted by Com m on depicts the growth of the num ber of 
core nodes. The line denoted by T o ta l gives the to ta l num ber of nodes in the 
constructed association index. Finally, the line W ors t gives the m axim al num ber 
of nodes as com puted by the upper bound from  theorem  3.5.
3.7 R e la te d  W o rk
This section com pares the construction of the association index to  two related 
approaches: association graphs and Galois lattices. In these approaches, graph­
like structures are constructed as well w ith nodes th a t consist of a left hand and 
a right hand side.
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9000
Growth of Association Index
#Titles
Figure 10: G row th of Association Index for Cranfield Collection.
3 .7 .1  A s s o c ia t io n  G ra p h s
The association language expresses the nodes th a t can appear in an association 
index. The nodes are more structured  th an  those defined in [MLL92] for associ­
ation graphs, which makes our association language a special case of the general 
node language for association graphs. A more enriched association language 
could be defined, for instance including the com plete C artesian product of the 
user and source lithoids. However, for our purpose, as sketched by the criteria 
in the in troduction, the defined association language is a fair approach.
The association relation is a special case of the set of edges defined for 
association graphs in [MLL92]. This is a n a tu ra l consequence of the fact th a t 
the association language is a special case of the association nodes for association 
graphs.
3 .7 .2  G a lo is  L a t t ic e s
Johannesson describes the use of Galois lattices for supporting schema integra­
tion in [Joh95]. The Galois lattices are used to  suggest equivalent concepts of 
the database schema for selection or approval by the user who integrates the 
two schem ata. Here, two conceptual database schem ata form  the basis of the 
Galois lattice, which forms the associative structure. This resembles the use of 
two lithoids as the basis for association indices.
The nodes in these Galois lattices consist of concepts and their context. 
This m eans th a t the two parts of the nodes are of different types. Only so 
called com plete pairs are included. The links in the lattices are also given by a 
relation th a t is a p artia l order, like the subexpression relation.
2 2
4 B roker A ctions  in th e  A IA
Inform ation broker agents construct an AIA based on their knowledge about 
user dem ands and docum ent offers. The AIA forms a stratified representation 
structure  for this knowledge and, in essence, is the broker’s view of the world. 
The m ain tasks of broker agents, IR  and IF, are im plem ented as series of actions 
in the AIA. This is the topic of section 5. The actions a broker can perform  
w ithin the AIA are navigation p r im it ive s  for navigating w ithin a single layer of 
the AIA and transitions  between consecutive layers of the AIA.
This section elaborates on these actions. F irst, in section 4.1, the focus of a 
broker agent is introduced as a m eans to  let broker agents focus in on a subset of 
their to ta l knowledge. Section 4.2 describes the navigation prim itives and their 
properties. Finally, section 4.3 does the same for transitions between layers.
4.1 F ocus o f a  B ro k e r
W hen perform ing a specific task, broker agents will generally use only a p art of 
their to ta l knowledge. For instance, when processing a user query, the broker 
m ay decide not to  use knowledge about other users. To enable a broker to  select 
and use the required knowledge only, the focus  of a broker is introduced. The 
focus of a broker basically is a subset of his to ta l knowledge.
W hen navigating or browsing in a 2-level hyperm edia, one can reside either 
in the hyperbase (base layer) or in the hyperindex (lithoid layer), bu t not in 
bo th  layers at the same tim e. A sim ilar argum ent holds for brokers in the AIA: 
a t any m om ent, they can reside in only one layer. In addition, in the lower two 
layers, they can either be in the user part or in the source part. For instance, 
in the lithoid layer, they can reside in either the user or source lithoid. Thus, 
the focus of a broker is part of the AIA layer he currently resides in. This is 
reflected in the next definition.
D e f in i t io n  4.1
B r o k e r ’s F o cu s  For a broker agent b £ B ,  its focus in a layer expressed  
in language L  is a tuple F ^ b  =  (V, E ) , where V  C L and E  C L  x L, such 
that
1. in the A s s o c ia t io n  L ay e r, is the layer language, the nodes are 
restricted by the broker’s association nodes: V  C Vb, and the edges 
are restricted to the links o f  the association index: E  C -<-<d C\V2,
2. in the L i th o id  L a y e r, C is the layer language, we have ei ther V  C 
^u(6) or V  Cl Vs[b), and the links are correct lithoid edges: E  C -<d
nv2,
3. in the B a se  L ay e r, U U D  is the layer language, fo r  the nodes we 
have ei ther V  C ~p(b) or V  C S(b), and there are no links in the base 
layer: E  =  0 .
□
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Since we focus on the association index, we do not consider edges between 
users or between docum ents. Therefore, E  =  0  in the case of the baselayer. 
Only a simple augm entation is needed, however, to  include these links.
Note th a t foci can contain edges whose source and target nodes do not belong 
to  the focus. We adhere to  this since it allows more nuances of navigation 
strategies to  be captured.
In the next sections, we show how actions change the broker’s focus.
4.2 N a v ig a tio n  A c tio n s
N avigation actions are perform ed w ithin a single layer and effectuate navigation 
in th a t layer. Num erous strategies for navigating the layers of a hyperm edia 
system  exist. Among these are, for instance, breadth-first, depth-first, and 
random  navigation strategies. We provide basic navigation prim itives allowing 
a wide range of different navigation strategies to  be described in our framework.
4 .2 .1  N a v ig a t io n  P r i m i t i v e s
To cater for elem entary changes in the broker’s focus, we provide add and delete 
actions as navigation prim itives. We distinguish between adding or deleting a 
node and doing the same for a link.
Consider a focus F  =  ( V ,E ) .  An NAdd-action augm ents the current focus 
F  w ith node n. An NDel-action restricts the current focus by removing the 
designated node. The concrete definitions are given in figure 11.
Node Link
NAdd((Vr, E ) ,  n) =  ( V  U { n } ,  E )  
NDel((I/, E ) ,  n) =  (V  ^ { n } ,  E )
LAdd ( ( V , E ) , l )  =  ( V , E U { 1 } )  
L D e l{ ( V ,E ) , l )  =  ( V , E & { l } )
Figure 11: N avigation Prim itives
Next we consider basic properties of the navigation prim itives. An overview 
is presented in figure 12. Note th a t these properties are obviously a direct 
consequence of the previous definitions. They express th a t adding does not 
delete and th a t deleting does not add.
Node Link
V  C NAdd(V, n) 
NDel(V, n) C V
E  C LAdd(£', /) 
LDel( E , l )  C E
Figure 12: Properties of N avigation Prim itives
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4 .2 .2  E x a m p l e  N a v ig a t io n  S t r a t e g i e s :  Q u e r y  b y  N a v ig a t io n
Query by N avigation (QBN) (see [Bru93] and [BW92]) is a navigational m echa­
nism  for query form ulation. QBN in lithoids usually sta rts  at the bo ttom  of the 
lithoid and proceeds through (a) refinements, going in the directions of edges, 
and (b) enlargem ents, going down w ithin the lithoid. In each step, navigation 
proceeds a t the destination of the last link followed.
A num ber of QBN variants can be identified w ith respect to  strictness and 
the starting  point (see figure 13). Strictness m eans th a t the current point of 
QBN can be derived from  the focus. The restriction th a t the starting  point of 
QBN should be the bo ttom  element can also be relieved.
The four variants of QBN can be m otivated  from  the point of view of query 
form ulation, i.e., explicitly form ulating an inform ation need. For an initially 
unspecified inform ation need, QBN w ith bo ttom  sta rt suits best. If the in­
form ation need is already partly  specified, a non-em pty starting  point saves 
the user work. The strict form  of QBN w ith bo ttom  s ta rt should be seen as 
functioning like a stack. Refining m eans pu tting  a link on the stack, whereas 
enlarging can take place w ith the topm ost link only. The enlargem ent is thus 
only valid if the selected link exists in the focus. The strict form  w ith arb itrary  
s ta rt has sim ilar constraints. Refining from  a sm aller focus th an  the starting  
point, i.e. going back up, can only take place by following the downward p a th  in 
the opposite direction. The same holds for enlargem ents. Strict forms of QBN 
need no additional history for inferring the current focus.
QBN bottom  sta rt
strict
Refine(_F, /) =  LAdd(_F, /) 
E n l a r g e ( i 1, /) =  LDel(_F, /)
non-strict
Refine(_F, /) =  LAdd(_F, /) 
E n la r g e ( i1, /) =  LAdd(_F, /)
QBN arb itrary  s ta rt
strict
Refine(_F, /) =  if I £ F  then  LDel(_F, /) 
else LAdd(_F, I) 
E n l a r g e ( i 1, /) =  Refine(_F, /)
non-strict
Refine(_F, /) =  LAdd(_F, /) 
E n la r g e ( i1, /) =  LAdd(_F, /)
Figure 13: Four variants of QBN
In this way, QBN fits bo th  in the lithoid layer as well as in the association 
layer and is expressed by the two navigation prim itives. Note th a t our variants 
of QBN only concern edges. Including nodes as well enables the form alisation 
of enriched navigation strategies such as berry picking (see e.g. [Bat89]), where 
the nodes th a t are ’picked’ can be included as single nodes (see figure 14a).
Finally, we consider the relaxation of the condition for proceeding w ith nav­
igation, leading to  an extended form  of QBN. Extended QBN (EQBN) also
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( __, INT o SURF in AUS ) ( __, INT o SURF in AUS )
( AUS, AUS )
( SURF,
SURF ) ( __ , INT )
(e , £ )
a) Berry Picking b) Extended Query by Navigation
Figure 14: a) Berry Picking, where single nodes are berries picked, b) Extended 
Query by N avigation.
proceeds through refinements and enlargem ent. However, navigation can pro­
ceed from  any node in the focus. This implies th a t a set of paths is obtained 
in the navigational layer (see figure 14b). The form alization of QBN given in 
figure 13 can also serve for EQBN. The difference is th a t different conditions 
are to  be satisfied when choosing a next link.
4.3 T ra n s itio n s  b e tw ee n  L ayers
Transitions enable broker agents to  travel from  one AIA layer to  another. T ran­
sitions take place between two consecutive layers in the AIA. For instance, a 
broker agent can make a transition  from  the lithoid layer to  the base layer. 
However, it is impossible to  go directly from  the base layer to  the association 
layer, or vice versa.
Transitions provide the resulting focus in the destination layer when given 
the focus in the original layer. The new focus is, of course, related to  the old 
one. Num erous choices rem ain as how to define the new focus based on the old 
one. We provide quite straightforw ard definitions of the nodes th a t constitu te 
the new focus. The definitions are conform the idea th a t the new focus should 
contain as much inform ation as possible, however restricted to  nodes th a t are 
based on the old focus. This basic strategy m ay be further param eterized in 
order to  have more advanced node com putations.
Transitions between the lower two layers, i.e., the base layer and lithoid layer, 
are described in the next subsection. The other transitions, i.e., between lithoid 
layer and the association layer, are described in the subsequent subsection. In 
bo th  subsections, the definition of transitions is followed by a look at their 
properties.
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4.3 .1  T r a n s i t i o n s  b e t w e e n  L i t h o i d  L a y e r  a n d  B a s e  L a y e r
Transitions between lithoid layer and base layer are defined sim ilarly for user 
lithoid and base and for docum ent lithoid and base. The explanation below 
concentrates on docum ents. The two directions in the transitions are dealt w ith 
in tu rn . F irst, we describe upward transitions, i.e., from  docum ent base to 
docum ent lithoid layer. Then, we outline downward transitions from  lithoid 
layer to  base layer.
The transitions between lithoid layer and base layer deliver a new focus w ith­
out edges. This stem s from  the fact th a t no relations or dependencies have been 
included in the base layer. The definition of the base layer does, however, leave 
room  for this by, for instance, using m eta-inform ation or com puting clusters.
The definition of upward transitions from  docum ent base layer to  lithoid 
layer is given in the rightm ost p art of figure 15 under ’Source T ransition’. The 
upw ard transition  is called Char since it bears close resemblance to  the character­
isation of docum ents. The transition  function Char has an argum ent consisting 
of a docum ent focus. T h a t is, the focus consists of a set of docum ents V  and 
possibly relations between them  in E .  As pointed out before, the new focus 
contains no edges (E ' =  0 ) . The set of nodes V '  of the new focus consists 
of the set of index expressions th a t are used by broker agent b to  characterise 
docum ents in V  of the old focus. T h a t is, set V '  is the union, for all docum ents 
d G V ,  of the index expressions I th a t appear related to  d (as a tuple (d , l )) in 
the broker’s knowledge Xb about docum ents.
Upward User Transition Upward Source Transition
P r o f i l e  : F u  —> F c  
P ro f i le ( (V ,  E ))  =  ( U ',0 ) ,  
where
v ' =  U u P V  U1lb
Char : Fx> F c
Char ( { V ,E ) )  =  { V ' , 0 ) ,  
where
V  =  U d ç v  d X b
Figure 15: Upward Transitions between Lithoid and Base Layer
Downward transitions from  lithoid layer to  base layer are specified in figure 
16. Again, we concentrate on the case of docum ents, depicted in the right­
m ost side of the figure. Two ways of m aking the downward transition  from 
lithoid to  base layer are described, stem m ing from  well-known relevance estim a­
tion strategies: overlap and em bedm ent. Overlap transitions deliver docum ents 
whose characterisations have some overlap w ith the current focus. Em bedm ent 
transitions are more restrictive: they only deliver docum ents whose characteri­
sations are com pletely em bedded in the current focus.
The downward transition  based on overlap is called Docld. T ransition func­
tion Docld identifies the docum ents th a t share an index expression w ith the 
current focus. T h a t is, for all index expressions l G V  in the old focus, doc­
um ents d are returned for which I also appears as a tuple (d, I) G Xb in the 
broker’s knowledge about docum ents.
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Downward User Transitions Downward Source Transitions
U s e r id  : F c —y Fu  
U s e r id ({V, E ) )  =  ( V ' , 0 ) ,  
where
V 1 =  (J lçV r)bl
Docld : F c  —S' Fx> 
DocId((Vr, E ))  =  ( U ',0 ) ,  
where
V  =  U lç V  Xbl
U ser About : F c  —>■ Fu
U serA bout((U, E ))  =  ( U ',0 ) ,
where
V  = Ç)içV Tjbl
DocAbout : F c F-p 
DocAbout((U, E )) =  ( V ' , 0 ) , 
where
/^ /  =  fl/FV Xbl
Figure 16: Downward Transitions between Lithoid and Base Layer
The other downward transition  DocAbout which is based on em bedm ent, is 
more selective in picking docum ents for the resulting focus. Only those doc­
um ents whose characterisation is com pletely contained in the old focus are 
delivered. T h a t is, only those docum ents d are returned for which all index 
expressions l £ V  of the old focus are also contained in the broker’s knowledge 
about docum ents, i.e., (d , l)  £ Xb-
4 .3 .2  P r o p e r t i e s  o f  T r a n s i t i o n s  b e t w e e n  L i t h o i d  a n d  B a s e  L a y e r
This section touches on properties of the transition  functions between lithoid 
and base layer. F irst, we consider properties of the overlap and em bedm ent 
transition  functions Docld and DocAbout. A bout transitions are more restrictive 
th an  identification transitions (see figure 17). Docum ents th a t are returned by 
DocAbout are always returned by Docld as well, due to  the fact th a t em bedm ent 
implies overlap. This enables broker agents to  use different strategies for finding 
the interested users in some topic or the docum ents relevant to  th a t topic.
DocAbout(_F) C D o cId ( i1)
UserAbout(_F) C U s e r ld ^ i1)
Figure 17: Properties of Downward Transitions from  Lithoid layer to  Base layer.
We now consider series of consecutive transitions between the lithoid and 
base layer. A foreseen use of this lies in query expansion (which is described 
in more detail in the next section). Consider an index expression I £ C. Bro­
ker agents can be interested in other “concepts” (index expressions) th a t often 
coexists w ith I. In processing user queries, for instance, a package of related 
docum ents can be sent along as a form  of advertising. By following the links 
downward from  I to  the user base and, from  the new focus, upward again, the 
broker obtains the com plete set of index expressions in which the users in ter­
ested in I are also interested. This process never results in a sm aller focus (see 
figure 18). Therefore, brokers should be careful not to  expand the initial focus
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too much by m aking too m any consecutive transitions, since this will lead to 
too m any irrelevant concepts.
I  C Char(DocId(/)) I  C P r o f i l e ( U s e r I d ( / ) )  
D  C DocId(Char(D)) U C U se r Id (P ro f  i le ( i7 ) )
Figure 18: Broadening focus in consecutive transitions between lithoid and base 
layer.
Equations sim ilar to  those of figure 18 hold for A bout transitions. Series of 
consecutive upward and downward transitions between lithoid and base layer 
expand the focus over and over. U ltim ately  though, this process converges to 
the to ta l of broker’s knowledge about users or docum ents.
4 .3 .3  T r a n s i t i o n s  b e t w e e n  A s s o c ia t io n  I n d e x  L a y e r  a n d  L i t h o i d  L a y e r
The definitions of transitions between the association layer and the lithoid layer 
are more com plicated th an  the other transitions. This is due to  the dependence 
between the languages of foci in bo th  layers. The languages of foci for the 
lithoid layer and base layer are not dependent. The edges in the lithoid layer 
are defined in term s of those in the association layer and vice versa. In defining 
the set of edges of the new focus, the edges of the old focus play an im portan t 
role (see figures 19 and 20).
Again, the cases for users and docum ents are sym m etric. This tim e, we 
concentrate on the case for users. F irst, the downward transitions are described, 
followed by those upward. In tu ition  is sketched first, followed by definitions and 
their explanation.
Upward Transitions
UBeamUp : F c F c k l  
UBeamUp((V, E))  =  (V',E'),  
where
V' =  vb n  («,<01
e ' =  {((« ,« ), (« ',« '))  É n ^ '  x V) (u, u')  E E )
SBeamUp : F c F c k I  
SBeamUp((V, E))  =  (V',E'),  
where
V' =  Vb n  U sey{(s> s )> (£>s)}
e ' =  {((« ,« ), (u ',« '))  É n ^ '  x V) (s, s') E E  }
Figure 19: Upward Transitions between AI and Lithoid Layer
In an upw ard transition  from  user lithoid to  association layer, a focus in the 
association layer is defined based on a focus of index expressions (see figure 19).
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Thus, the upw ard transition  for users, called UBeamUp, is a function from  F c  
to  F c ^  j  • The set of new nodes V '  is constructed out of the set of old ones V  
by form ing these into association nodes. Note th a t only core nodes ( u ,u )  and 
user nodes (u ,e )  are m ade, since inform ation in user lithoids does not contain 
inform ation about docum ents. The nodes th a t do not belong to  the broker’s 
association nodes, i.e., Vb, are filtered out. Once V '  is obtained, the new edges 
E '  can be constructed as well. The edges are defined as all possible tuples 
((«, s), (« ', s ')) , where (u ,s )  and (u1, s') are taken from  V ' , for which the user 
parts u and u! where connected in the old focus by an edge from  E .  D isjunction 
w ith ensures th a t only valid association links are obtained.
Downward Transitions 
U R e s t r i c t  : H► F c
U R es tr ic t ( (V , E ))  =  { V ' , E ' ) ,  where 
V '  =  TTlV
E '  =  {(«, u')  £ V '  x V '  | u u' and 3 Sy e£ [((«, s), (« ', s ')) £ E\  } 
S R e s t r i c t  : F c ^ j  >—>■ F c  
S R e s tr ic t ( (V ,  E ))  =  { V ' , E ' ) ,  where 
V '  =  tt2V
E '  =  | ( s , s ' )  £ V '  x V '  | s -<d s' a n d 3 u V e£  [((w,s), K , « 7)) £ E } }
Figure 20: Downward Transitions between AI and Lithoid Layer
The downward transition , called U R e s t r i c t ,  is defined in figure 20. The 
original focus in the association layer is restricted to  inform ation about users. 
Therefore, downward transitions are functions from  F c ^ j  to  F c -  The set of new 
nodes V '  consists of all the left hand (user) parts of the old association nodes 
of V .  The right hand parts are sim ply disposed of, since they do not concern 
users. Edges are defined between the new nodes: E '  C V  x V ' . Every edge in 
the old focus can lead to  an edge in the new focus by stripping of the source 
parts. To ensure only valid edges, in term s of the direct subexpression relation 
on index expressions, are obtained, the constraint s -<d s' is added.
We now provide some rem arks on the definitions ju s t given. W hen restricting 
the focus in the association layer to  only the user part by a U R e s t r i c t  action 
(see figure 21(b)), all user parts of the nodes are kept and the source parts are 
throw n away. Note th a t all source nodes are m apped to  the em pty descriptor. 
Edges are only allowed between nodes th a t are part of the focus. Furtherm ore, 
the edges connect user nodes of which the user parts were also connected in 
the old AI focus. Thus, the structure  of the edges in the association index is 
exploited to  form  edges in the lithoid layer. In this way, the new focus does not 
contain new inform ation or knowledge, and, at the same tim e, keeps as much 
inform ation as possible.
In beam ing up from  the lithoid layer to  the association index, the nodes of 
the old focus are transla ted  to  association nodes. Thus, the resulting focus of
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( INT o SURF in AUS )
WIND o SURF
WIND \  SURF
INT o SURF in AUS
SURF in AUS
a) Initial focus in  the AI layer b) A fter U R estrict c) A fter SRestrict
Figure 21: P a rt a) provides an in itial focus in the AI of figure 8, p art b) the 
resulting focus after U R e s t r i c t ,  and p art c) the resulting focus after S R e s t r i c t .
SURF
a UBeamUp action contains those nodes of the association index of which the 
user p art belongs to  the old focus (see figure 22). These nodes contain extra 
inform ation, i.e., the source parts, which is based on the knowledge of the broker. 
The source part is either the same as the user part, resulting in a core node, or 
the em pty index expression, resulting in a user node. This exemplifies the use 
of broker knowledge in transitions. The links connect the nodes of which the 
user parts were connected in the old focus. In this way, core links, user links, 
and user offspring links can be generated, bu t no invalid or incorrect ones. Note 
th a t the definition ensures th a t the links conform to the association relation 
Furtherm ore, note th a t, since the new focus contains no source nodes, 
source links and source offspring links do not occur in the new focus.
( SURF, 
SURF )
a) Initial focus in U ser Lithoid b) Result after U Beam Up
Figure 22: P a rt a) provides an in itial focus in the User Lithoid of figure 3 and 
p art b) the resulting focus after UBeamUp.
4 .3 .4  P r o p e r t i e s  o f  T r a n s i t i o n s  b e t w e e n  A I  a n d  L i t h o i d  L a y e r
In this section, we consider properties of transitions between association layer 
and lithoid layer. In particular, we investigate the sizes of generated foci after 
transitions between those layers.
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D o w n w a r d  T r a n s i t i o n s
W hen restricting a focus in the association index to  the lithoid layer, at m ost 
as m any nodes as in the old focus are generated. Consider the in itial focus in 
the AI of figure 21a. The resulting focus of p art b of the figure illustrates th a t 
for U R e s t r i c t  every source node is projected onto the em pty descriptor. The 
other nodes each correspond uniquely to  a node in the new focus. The num ber 
of edges in the new focus is at m ost equal to  the num ber of edges in the old 
focus in the AI.
R e p e a t e d  T r a n s i t i o n s
In m aking back and forth  transitions between the lithoid layer and the associ­
ation layer, it is essential where one starts. S tarting  at the lithoid layer, thus 
perform ing an upw ard transition  first, results in an unchanged focus upon re­
tu rn  in the lithoid layer. However, starting  at the association layer, and thus 
m aking a downward transition  first, never results in a bigger focus (see figure 
23).
Upward First Downward First
V /c£ [I =  URestrict(UBeamUp(/))] 
V /c£ [I =  SRestrict(SBeamUp(/))]
V tc £ ai [T 3  UBeamUp(URestrict(T))] 
VTC£aT [T 3  SBeamUp(SRestrict(T))]
Figure 23: AI-Lithoid T ransition Difference
This difference is caused by the fact th a t perform ing a downward transition  
from  the AI to  the lithoid layer, inevitably causes a loss of inform ation. This 
is due to  the poorer language of lithoids com pared to  th a t of the association 
index. A consecutive upw ard transition  cannot recover this loss of inform ation 
since it has no m eans to  identify w hat inform ation exactly was lost. The infor­
m ation  lost in the downward transition  is not recoverable by upward transitions.
O v e r  t o  t h e  o t h e r  s id e
N othing can be said about the size of the resulting focus if one sta rts  at the 
user lithoid, then beam s up to  the association index, and finally restricts to  the 
source lithoid. The resulting focus can be smaller, equal, or larger. This also 
holds for beam ing up from  the source lithoid to  the AI and afterw ards restricting 
oneself to  the user lithoid.
5 A pp lica tions  o f  th e  A IA
In this section, applications of the AIA are described. F irst, retrieval and fil­
tering are expressed in term s of actions in the AIA. M atching, an im portan t 
concept in IR  and IF, is connected w ith the AIA in section 5.2. Finally, section 
5.3 illustrates how several techniques from  IR  and IF can be incorporated in the 
AIA.
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5.1 R e tr ie v a l a n d  F il te r in g
In the AIA, the basic tasks of inform ation brokers are im plem ented by series of 
actions. For each task, there are several different series of actions th a t im plem ent 
the task. Note th a t this conforms to  the diversity in techniques to  process queries 
th a t have been developed in IR  and IF systems.
Basic schemes are provided for the elem entary tasks of broker agents: query 
processing and docum ent filtering. The basic query processing scheme consists 
of creating a new focus based on the query and then perform ing three transitions. 
W hen this is done, the resulting set of docum ents corresponding to  the query is 
obtained and can be sent back to  the user.
The query consists of index expressions. These are found in the user lithoid 
which implies th a t the in itial focus is in the lithoid layer. In order to  ob tain  rel­
evant docum ents, the broker agent first has to  perform  a UBeamUp which leads 
him  to the association index. From there, a SBeamDown m igrates him  to the 
source lithoid, from  which a DocAbout or D o d d  leads the broker to  the desired 
docum ents in the base layer. This plan of a ttack  is em bedded in the basic query 
processing scheme below.
B a s ic  Q u e r y  P r o c e s s in g  
QAccept(u, Q)
R e lD o c s  :=  DocAbout(SBeamDown(UBeamUp(NewFocus((3))))
D e l iv e r (« ,  R elD ocs)
Here, QAccept(u, Q) accepts a query Q  from  user u, NewFocus delivers a new 
focus, initialized w ith its argum ent, and D e l iv e r  delivers docum ents to  a user. 
The action NewFocus is to  be expressed in knowledge m aintenance actions of 
the broker agent. The action D e l iv e r  is one of in teraction w ith agents of other 
types and delivers the docum ents in RelDocs  to  user u.
The basic docum ent filtering scheme is sim ilar to  th a t of query processing:
B a s ic  D o c u m e n t  F i l t e r i n g
DAccept(d, x { d ) )
R e lU s e r s  :=  UserId(UBeamDown(SBeamUp(NewFocus(x(<i)))))
SendAll(i?e/i7sers ,  d)
The SendA ll com m and sends docum ent d to  all users out of RelUsers. The 
two basic schemes can be refined and augm ented in several useful ways. This 
is the topic of the section 5.3. F irst, we elaborate on using the AIA to perform  
m atching.
5.2 M a tc h in g  in  th e  A IA
A nother m ajor use of the AIA is for matching  user interests w ith contents of 
offered docum ents. The AIA is suited for this since it contains bo th  forms 
of inform ation th a t are to  be m atched. Different m atching strategies can be
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im plem ented in the AIA. These possibilities can exploit the em pty (e) parts of 
user and source nodes. By filling in these em pty places, additional inform ation 
can be incorporated in th a  AIA to support the m atching process.
We will now provide two examples of this: contextual m atching and prepro­
cessing the association index.
0.5
( SURF in AUS, INT o SURF in AUS )
Figure 24: C ontextual m atching in the AIA
In contextual matching, see figure 24, the em pty places are filled in by a 
context. This context, which consists of an index expression, can, for instance, 
describe a user dem and (query) or docum ent content. In figure 24, we consider 
user context SURF in AUS. A sim ilarity  m easure com putes the strength  of the 
relation between left and right hand side of nodes. The sim ilarity  measures 
identify the p art of the AIA th a t is m ost relevant to  the context. Broker agents 
can use the sim ilarity  measures in selecting links when navigating.
In figure 24, a sim ilarity  m easure is used th a t com pares index expressions 
based on their twigs. For an index expression I , the twigs are defined as:
t (I)  =  { t i c t 2 | t i c t 2 4  I }
The sim ilarity  measure, which is a sim plification of the pair-wise sim ilarity 
m easure as described in [Ber98], is now defined as the relative overlap in twigs:
t\ -  \T(I ) r]T(J )\S lltll 1 . J  ) — ---- ;—---------- ;— 7 7
1 j | r ( / ) U r ( J ) |
The second form  of filling in the em pty places in user and source nodes 
involves preprocessing  the AIA (see figure 25). No auxiliary inform ation is 
the preprocessing. The em pty places in user and source nodes are filled in by 
the non-em pty index expressions which is the largest (in term s of num ber of 
keywords) sm aller (in term s of the subexpression relation) one th a t is part of 
a core node. In this way, the em pty places are filled in by the m ost expressive 
index expression th a t resides in a lower p art of the association index. This 
m eans th a t, user and source knowledge are m axim ally linked.
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( AUS, INT o SURF in  AUS )
Figure 25: Preprocessing the AIA
The appropriate substitu ting  index expression, is not necessarily uniquely 
defined. This can occur for user or source nodes th a t consist of an index expres­
sion w ith at least two term s. In the example, we selected based on alphabetic 
order. Of course, more advanced selection strategies can be exploited for this.
5.3 A u g m e n ta tio n s  o f B asic  In te ra c tio n  Schem es
This section shows the generality of the AIA by incorporating several useful IR  
techniques. Since the AIA is a purely sym bolical framework, only the symbolical 
essence of those techniques is incorporated. Further research is needed to  refine 
the AIA w ith num erical measures. The IR  techniques are shown applicable in 
the AIA by describing them  w ith broker actions.
In the rem ainder of this section, we touch upon au tom atic  query expansion, 
different query m odalities, query generation, and user profile construction and 
m aintenance.
5 .3 .1  A u t o m a t i c  Q u e r y  E x p a n s io n
Query expansion (e.g. [MR97] and [AV97]) is addressed as an im portan t issue 
in (networked) IR. In query expansion, the original query is augm ented w ith a 
num ber of new descriptors. These descriptors are taken from  a suitable context 
for the query. A utom atic query expansion is an augm entation process of queries 
where the term s to  augm ent the query w ith are suggested by the system.
In the AIA, the user knowledge residing in broker agents forms a natu ra l 
context for queries of th a t user. Considering a user u having form ulated query 
Q  C C, a broker b can define the context for query expansion in a num ber of 
ways:
U s e r  P ro f i le  Broker agent b can create the context based on the user profile 
of u , for as far as it is known by b. T h a t is, taking u as in itial focus in the 
base layer, b perform s a P r o f i l e  action to  ob tain  the index expressions 
denoting u ’s interests. The resulting focus can then be used as starting
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point for further processing. This form  of query expansion as well as the 
next on m entioned is a series of (local) navigation and transition  actions.
R e l a t e d  U s e r s  Broker b can also take interests of related users, which are 
also known by b, into account. R elated users are seen here as users th a t 
share the interest in Q. By taking Q  as initial focus in the lithoid layer, 
a UserAbout or U s e r id  action delivers all the users in the base layer 
interested in q. By perform ing a P r o f i l e  action directly afterwards, the 
to ta l of interests of users interested in q is obtained, which serves as context 
for query expansion. In this way, a form  of social query expansion is 
obtained.
R e l a t e d  B r o k e r s  By com m unicating w ith other brokers, broker b can obtain 
variants of the two approaches given above by using knowledge of other 
brokers as well. This knowledge can be m erged w ith 6’s own knowledge. 
In this process, local navigation and transition  actions are combined w ith 
com m unication actions w ith other broker agents. This will be a topic for 
further research.
The approach of F itzpatrick  and Dent in [FD97] uses past queries to  collect 
docum ents for the context, which they call affinity pool. Since brokers are capa­
ble of storing past queries in their user knowledge, the AIA can serve as affinity 
pool as well. Their approach does not require direct user intervention, which is 
a requirem ent to  au tom ate the process in agents. This also suits query expan­
sion in the AIA. However, their approach uses num erical sim ilarity  measures for 
queries to  obtain  the best resembling queries and use corresponding top  docu­
m ents only. This also implies the use of a ranked m atching m echanism . This 
num erical aspects are not (yet) modeled in the AIA framework. However, their 
approach does not distinguish between queries form ulated by different users, 
and thus assumes global com m on interests, which is not necessary in the AIA.
5 .3 .2  Q u e r y  M o d a l i t i e s
Different types or m odalities of querying can be identified, which should also 
lead to  different behaviour of the broker agent th a t receives the query. M odal­
ities of brokering are described in, for instance, [DS97] where roles for broker 
agents are identified according to  initially  known capabilities and requests, in 
[KH97] where m atchm aking m odalities are expressed in term s of different KQML 
([FFMM94]) perform atives, and in [WBW98a] where the influence of dual crite­
ria  are analysed in the context of inform ation broker design. In addition, differ­
ent m odalities of accessing structured  inform ation are described in [WF96]. The 
different access strategies described there, i.e. fact-finding, learning, gathering, 
and exploring, can be exploited by broker agents.
Different query m odalities dem and different processing strategies of broker 
agents. We already showed several m odalities w ith respect to  query expansion. 
Furtherm ore, two transitions were defined from  lithoid layer to  base layer. These 
can also serve different strategies. Using, for instance, a D o d d  transition , an
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overlap m easure of relevance for docum ents is obtained. On the other hand, 
using a DocAbout transition  in the same situation  results in a more strict con­
ta inm ent measure. The form er m easure suits vague searching tasks as exploring, 
whereas the la tte r is more suited for more precise tasks as fact-finding.
M any other query (or docum ent) m odalities can be served by variations in 
the series of actions th a t im plem ent them . The properties of transitions as 
sta ted  in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.4 are useful guidelines in selecting a series of 
actions.
5 .3 .3  Q u e r y  G e n e r a t i o n
The use of the term  query generation occurs often when referring to  transla ting  a 
query to  another form  or language. By query generation, we m ean from  scratch 
generation of queries by proactive inform ation brokers. The lack of substantial 
literature  on this topic implies th a t this is a relatively new line of research 
stem m ing from  the com bination of proactive agents and ID.
The user knowledge of brokers, i.e., user profiles, can be exploited for the 
au tom atic  generation of queries for autonom ous (or proactive) IR. The user 
profile provides a user-set context for query generation. However, for trends 
and popular or hot topics, additional history d a ta  m ay be needed to  generate 
queries. H istory d a ta  can, for example, deal w ith the num ber of tim es docum ents 
are retrieved w ithin a certain  period. From this, a generation algorithm  like 
the one described in [MLL92], originally designed to  generate graphs, can be 
constructed. This can serve as a basis for a query generation algorithm . By 
transla ting  this la tte r algorithm  into navigation and transition  actions, it can 
be adopted for use in the AIA.
A nother form  of query generation, social query generation, uses com m uni­
cation between broker agents. A broker th a t receives a query from  one of its 
users, can send this query along to  other brokers. These brokers can, in tu rn , 
use this query to  select docum ents for their own users. Of course, they can also 
first adap t the received query to  the wishes of their own users by using the user 
profile (knowledge). This approach m ay also supply a social form  of serendipity 
by alerting users at articles they did not ask for explicitly bu t m ay fall into their 
interests.
Yet another form  of query generation is obtained by a process of adding and 
deleting term s or parts of an original query. The addition and deletions of term s 
or larger index expressions coincide w ith navigation actions in the AIA.
5 .3 .4  U s e r  P ro f i l e  C o n s t r u c t i o n  a n d  M a i n t e n a n c e
The in teraction between user, broker, and source agent supplies inform ation 
the broker can exploit for profile construction and m aintenance. According to 
[WBHW97], three m om ents for this are identified in an ID application.
F irst, the queries a broker receives from  his users can be used to  update  the 
knowledge of the broker, and, by doing th a t, the user profiles.
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Second, at the m om ent the retu rn  set of the query is established, the charac­
terisations of these docum ents can be used. This can also involve altered char­
acterisations. For instance, if a broker knows th a t a user is interested in some 
docum ent and an altered version of this docum ent is received by the broker, the 
broker can update  the interests of the user by including the characterisation of 
the altered docum ent.
Third , the user can be enabled to  specify (detailed) relevance feedback in ter­
actively. This inform ation has a high degree of user relevance, since it is directly 
specified by users. However, direct user intervention is not always wanted or 
possible.
6 C onclusions & F u r th e r  R esea rch
6.1 C o n clu sio n s
In this article, we proposed the Association Index A rchitecture (AIA) as a 3- 
level hyperm edia representation. The AIA suits as a representation m echanism  
for combining knowledge about user interests and offered docum ents. The AIA 
is tailor m ade for inform ation brokers th a t m ediate between users in need of 
inform ation and sources th a t offer docum ents.
The AIA consists of two 2-level hyperm edia representations which are con­
nected by the association layer. This association layer comprises a so called 
the Association Index (AI). The construction of the AI exploits the structured  
nature  of the underlying descriptor language of index expressions. In essence, 
the AI resembles the lithoids it is based on.
Furtherm ore, actions were introduced th a t enable inform ation brokers to  use 
the AIA as a knowledge representation framework. Two kinds of actions were 
distinguished: navigation prim itives and transitions. Our general navigation 
prim itives allow any navigational strategy w ithin a layer to  be im plem ented. 
T ransitions enable inform ation brokers to  travel from  one layer to  another. We 
provided a num ber of properties of the AIA and of the actions given.
Using the AIA and available actions therein, inform ation brokers can per­
form  their retrieval and filtering tasks in the context of Inform ation Discovery. 
They do this by exploiting 2-level hyperm edia representations of user interests 
and docum ent contents. This enables known navigational m echanism s to  be 
used w ithin the AIA framework. We showed how basic query processing and 
docum ent filtering can be perform ed in the AIA, as well as m atching and more 
advanced strategies such as au tom atic  query expansion, the use of different 
query m odalities, query generation, and user profile construction and m ainte­
nance.
Although the AIA is defined in term s of index expressions, our approach also 
suits other structured  descriptor languages. The only requirem ent is th a t the 
descriptor language can be equipped w ith a subexpression relation. This holds 
for every structured  descriptor language.
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6.2 F u r th e r  R esea rch
Further research can be directed towards richer descriptor languages th an  th a t 
of index expressions. The language of noun-phrases, for example, which is used 
in m any IR  and IF applications, is a n a tu ra l candidate since it also contains a 
nicely defined structure. However, this structure  is more complex th an  th a t of 
index expressions.
Further research is also needed to  further specify and im plem ent m atching in 
the AIA. As m entioned in the previous section, our focus will be on contextual 
m atching and preprocessing the AIA.
In addition, inter-broker actions for sharing user en source knowledge and 
cooperating based on this should be researched into. This research is more 
directed to  the field of intelligent agents th an  the augm entations m entioned 
before. Im portan t issues will be negotiation, for instance in team  form ation, 
com m unication to  enable cooperation, and shared knowledge.
Finally, research is conducted into practical issues involving intelligent agents 
in Inform ation Discovery in the PR O FILE project (see e.g. [WSA+ 97]) of the 
University of Nijmegen. A generic language for negotiation, called Profile Ne­
gotiation Language is built on top  of KQML (see [FFMM94]). This language 
enables more advanced negotiation protocols to  be developed quickly.
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